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Israel & Lebanon: the Aftermath

A new United Nations report
accuses both Israel and
Hezbollah of disregard for civil-
ian lives and property during the
summer war. The report, recently
presented to the U.N. Human
Rights Council, comes as Israel
and Lebanon are struggling to
digest the results of a conflict that
has left virtually all involved dis-
satisfied. 

In the report, Israel is criticized
for failing “to distinguish
between military and civilian
objectives; to fully apply the
principle of proportionality; and
to take all feasible precautions to
minimize civilian injury and
damage.”

The principle of proportionality
is part of the body of internation-
al law regulating the conduct of
war, dating back to the 1907
Hague Conventions. It requires
belligerents to employ military
force only in proportion to their
military objectives and in
response to the wrongs done to
them by the opposing side.

The report also says Hezbollah
“violated humanitarian law in
many instances. It did so in some
cases by targeting civilian popu-
lations and in others by disre-
garding the principle of dis-
tinction.”

The principle of distinction, as
laid out in the 1949 Geneva

Conventions, requires belliger-
ents to “distinguish between the
civilian population and combat-
ants and between civilian objects
and military objectives and
accordingly [direct] operations
only against military objectives.”

In Israel, a low-level commis-
sion recently began investigating
the conduct of the war in
Lebanon. The former head of the
Israel Defense Forces (IDF)
Ground Forces, Major General
Yiftah Ron-Tal, has called for the
resignation of IDF Chief of Staff
Dan Halutz, because of the fail-
ures of the war. When General
Ron-Tal refused to answer a sub-
sequent summons for a hearing
on his remarks, Halutz promptly
fired him. 

This month the Israeli Supreme
Court also ordered the govern-
ment to explain, within five days,
why it had not appointed a high-
level commission to investigate
the conduct of the war in
Lebanon. The low-level commis-
sion has already been embroiled
in controversy as three of its
members and staffers were dis-
missed over conflicts of interest. 

In Lebanon, a raging debate
ensued over the formation of a
national unity government with
Hezbollah more forcefully repre-
sented. After initial condemna-
tions, Hezbollah received

widespread support during and
after the war. Shops and restau-
rants in Hamra and Achrafieh—
Sunni and Christian neighbor-
hoods traditionally at odds with
Hezbollah—were seen playing
Hezbollah’s news station, al-
Manar, on their television sets,
and yellow Hezbollah flags
appeared in car windows, on bal-
conies and on houses throughout
the country. 

Iman Azzi, an American work-
ing in Beirut at the Daily Star
newspaper, recently said, “I’ve
seen photos of [Hassan]
Nasrallah [Hezbollah’s chief
political leader] in places like
Gemmaizeh where you wouldn’t
have seen him before.” 

Gemmaizeh is a traditionally
upscale Christian neighborhood
in East Beirut. 

“I don’t know how many
Lebanese who didn’t support
Hezbollah before now do, but
they have definitely strengthened
their support base,” Azzi added.

Since the August 14 cease-fire,
Hezbollah and the mainstream
Lebanese government have been
competing to repair and rebuild
the areas devastated by the war
and respond to the social services
needs of both returning and still-
displaced civilians. By most

Continued on Page 6

African Shores
Become Landfills

News Analysis by Ben Ryan

A Lebanese Civil Defense worker searches for bodies in the rubble of an apartment building that was hit in
Israeli bombardment in the southern suburbs of Beirut, Aug. 15, 2006. 

Anderson Bids
Adieu By Cristina Maldonado

News Analysis by Hilaire Avril

After 10 years at the helm of
SIPA, Lisa Anderson will take
her final bow next semester as
dean of the school. But she won’t
be going too far. 

Anderson, who has spent her
professional life in academia,
plans to remain there. She earned
her Ph.D. in political science at
Columbia in 1981. After teaching
at Harvard for five years, she
returned in 1990 to serve as direc-
tor of Columbia’s Middle East
Institute. Anderson then became
the chair of the Political Science
department prior to assuming the
position of dean at SIPA in 1996.

Though the announcement is
not yet official, Anderson says
she will most likely go back to
teaching the Conceptual

Foundations course next year.
The core course’s current profes-
sor, Stephen Sestanovich, is
expected to be on leave. 

Sitting in her 14th-floor corner
office, Anderson displays the no-
nonsense attitude of a woman
who’s at the top of her profes-
sional game. Yet when she talks
about SIPA and her role as dean,
her smile seems to soften the
harder demeanor to which many
are accustomed.

“There’s never a day that’s the
same. I like having to worry
about the budget. I love to hear
what the alumni are doing.
Taking the show on the road is
enormously fun,” she says.

Continued on Page 2
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Jagshemash!

On August 19, a Panamanian-
registered tanker poured close to
400 tons of untreated chemical
waste off the shores of Abidjan,
Côte d’Ivoire. Within days, thou-
sands of residents woke up to the
acrid smell of the black slush
washing up on the West African
coast. So far, eight people have
died. Hundreds are still hospital-
ized, and an estimated 85,000
have stormed overstretched hos-
pitals, reporting nosebleeds,
chemical burns and open blisters.

Responding to public outrage,
the entire Ivorian cabinet
resigned just three weeks after
the disaster. Eight government
officials and two businessmen
have been arrested and jailed. It
appears a number of harbor offi-
cials were complicit in allowing
the tanker to discharge caustic
soda, sulphur compounds and
hydrogen sulphide—a highly
toxic cocktail harmful to the
human nervous system.

The company that chartered the
tanker, Trafigura, is registered in
Amsterdam. It says it tested the
sludge for toxicity in Europe,
before transporting it to Africa to
be spilled in the ocean. But its
allegations have been challenged
by an independent Ivorian lab. 

The New York Times suggested
a different explanation for the
disaster: in Europe, disposing of
the waste would have cost
$300,000. Instead, Trafigura
offered to do it for a tempting
$15,000.

Such incidences of poisonous
industrial waste being unloaded
off the coasts of Africa are a
recurrent tragedy. For more than
15 years, unscrupulous Western
companies have been cutting
environmental corners by getting
rid of toxic refuse in supposedly
unmonitored waters. As the
Trafigura case shows, the collu-
sion of local authorities is often
secured by substantial kickbacks.

Somalia, on the other side of
the African continent from Côte
d’Ivoire, has long been open to
all sorts of illicit trades, from
people, drugs and arms traffick-
ing to high-sea piracy. Somalia’s
shoreline is 3,300 kilometers
long, the largest on the continent.
Last year, the International
Maritime Bureau awarded it the
dubious title of the most pirate-
infested region in the world. And
the utter absence of a central gov-
ernment since 1991 makes it a

Continued on Page 6
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2  COMMUNIQUÉ  
SIPA News

SIPASA Speaks Editorial by Co-President Ben
Madgett and Treasurer Steven Kim

Each semester, as part of their
tuition, SIPA students pay a stu-
dent activity fee, which is allocat-
ed to SIPASA. SIPASA dis-
tributes the majority of these
funds to various student groups at
SIPA, from the sizable Latin
American Student Association
(LASA) to the smaller SIPA
Soccer. This semester, SIPASA
has allocated more than $18,000
to 36 student groups who applied
for funding at the start of the
semester. Having gone through
the funding process twice—fund-
ing for groups is done on a
semester by semester basis—we
have realized numerous issues in
the registration and funding pro-
cess need to be examined.

First, while the process of start-
ing a student group at SIPA is not
labor-intensive—all that is
required is a mission statement
and a few planned events—it is
still overly complicated. The fact
that groups are required to apply
to the Office of Student Affairs
for registration but to SIPASA for
funding makes coordination diffi-
cult, and has led to some confu-
sion among student group lead-
ers. Accounts are handled by staff
on the 14th floor, which adds
another bureaucratic layer to an
already confusing process.

According to funding policies,
every registered group is entitled
to funding. All new groups
receive $50 in their first semester,
while established groups are enti-
tled to more, depending on a
number of criteria including past
use of funds, future events
planned and number of members.

Unfortunately, this has led to
the waste of student funds, given
that new groups pop up for a
semester but hold no events.  As a
result, their funds sit in a bank
account all semester, unused,
reducing the money that is avail-
able for active groups. Last year,
we allocated funds to numerous
new groups that held no substan-
tive events, while other groups
struggled to find funding for the
myriad events they held.

Finally, while there is a stipula-
tion that new groups must
demonstrate how they will con-
tribute to student life at SIPA dif-
ferently than other groups,
Student Affairs has not enforced
this rule strictly enough.  SIPASA
is thus funding groups who open-
ly admit to fulfilling the same
purpose, such as the Greater
China Initiative and the China
Forum. 

One way of rectifying this
problem is for the leaders of each
organization to discuss how they
might work together.

For example, this semester,
SIPA Social Enterprise and the
Corporate Social Responsibility
Network took the initiative to
merge into one larger organiza-
tion called Net Impact. As a
result, they were allocated more
funding than if they had applied
separately.

SIPASA has been urging this
kind of responsibility and respon-
siveness for the past year.  Now,
with the help of the administra-
tion and student group leaders,
we hope that more groups will do
the same.

This semester, SIPASA will be
working with the administration
and student groups to establish a
more efficient and streamlined
system for registration and fund-
ing, with more accountability and
well-established funding policy
guidelines. 

Ideas currently being floated
are to include student group lead-
ers as members of a SIPASA
committee to ensure better coor-
dination of events; limit member-
ship in groups to SIPA students;
establish reporting systems,
mandatory constitutions and by-
laws for each student group; and
hold a student group leader train-
ing session. 

In the coming weeks, SIPASA
and the Office of Student Affairs
will be meeting with student
group leaders to discuss these
ideas, with the goal of enhancing
the integral role played by stu-
dent groups at SIPA.

Continued from Page 1
She considers her accomplish-

ments at SIPA as some of her
important professional feats.

“Ten years ago there was a very
small faculty. Degree programs
didn’t talk to each other, even
some concentrations didn’t talk,
so the fact there’s now a faculty
that meets and thinks together
and debates questions, I’m proud
of that,” she says. 

Among the additions to the
school under Anderson’s leader-
ship is the Picker Center for
Executive Education, tailored for
working students, and the Global
Public Policy Network, an associ-
ation of international graduate
institutions that seeks to expand
global public policy dialogue. 

Still, for all the work she has
done, she says some will remain
unfinished.

“We want to secure a very
strong alumni community and
there’s much more we could’ve
done, which I’m sure my succes-
sor will build on.”  

That successor is yet to be
named. 

A search committee has been
put in place to look within and
outside the university for
Anderson’s replacement. She
hopes he or she will share her
appreciation for university life,
but will have more real-world
experience. 

“In this day and age many aca-
demic faculty have been far too
removed from the world in which
SIPA students ultimately work. If
I were to select my own successor
I would select someone with
more practitioner experience
than I had when I came into
this position.”

Anderson’s tenure has not been
without controversy. One recent
instance is the temporary suspen-
sion of the Institute of African
Studies, which she announced
over the summer.

During the IAS’s one-year sus-
pension, SIPA is maintaining an
Africa Program, with Anderson
as its director. Yet the university-

wide institute, which did not have
a permanent director for the past
two years, is not scheduled to re-
open until Fall 2007.

For those who closely followed
the institute’s suspension, the
blame for its closure may have
been somewhat misguided.

“It’s unfortunate that Dean
Anderson was the one that closed
the gates of the institute, but she
had to do it,” says Christabel
Dadzie (MIA2). “It was not a
SIPA institute and she was help-
ing to fund it for the longest time
and didn’t have the means, so
decided to give it up. So I’ll say
she is a very dynamic woman,
stands by her word and made a lot
of tough decisions on this cam-
pus, and she should be given
credit for that.”

Yet for some students, the tem-
porary closure could effect some
positive change.

“I think in the future it’s actual-
ly  going to be to the benefit of
the institute,  by sort of cat-
alyzing interest in the histori-
cal problems with the institute
and forcing the university to
make a decision about it,” says
Jeca Taudte (MIA2). 

On a more festive note, SIPA
culminates its 60th anniversary
celebration this week with what
is expected to be a large-scale
alumni and faculty reunion week-
end in New York. For Anderson,
the occasion will mark the end of
a year spent traveling the world to
celebrate the school’s anniversary
and build its alumni network.

It is not the only time Anderson
has run into SIPA grads in her
travels.

“I have not been on a trip out-
side of the country, professional
or vacation, where I haven’t run
into people from SIPA,” she says.
“The only thing I wish is that we
all knew the secret handshake.”

Perhaps then we’ll have one
more thing to attribute to Dean
Anderson.

Cristina Maldonado (MIA2) is an
IMC concentrator.

Anderson’s Adieu

“By providing the Minutemen a forum in which
to air their views, the University gives them
legitimacy. As a member of the Columbia com-
munity, I’m ashamed that they spoke here. It
also reflects the hypocrisy of the administration,
which refused to host President Ahmadinejad
based on the content of his views. They’re being
selective in a way that suggests they accept the
views of the Minutemen but not those of
Ahmadinejad.”
–Saifedean Ammous, Ph.D., Sustainable
Development

SIPA Street: How Free is Speech at Columbia?
Columbia is known for wel-

coming a sweeping array of high-
profile speakers every year. In
recent weeks, however, attempts
to host two controversial fig-
ures—Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
president of Iran, and Jim
Gilchrist, founder of the
California-based anti-immigra-
tion Minuteman Project—have
met with fierce opposition. 

As Communiqué reported in its
October 9 issue, President
Ahmadinejad’s invitation to
speak at this year’s World
Leaders Forum was withdrawn
amidst concerns about the politi-
cian’s values, while last week,
Gilchrist’s appearance before the
Columbia College Republicans
attracted national press attention
after violence erupted between
security personnel and
protestors, forcing Gilchrist to
leave the stage.

“The whole concept of freedom of speech is that
you don’t invite speakers who only share your
opinions. Part of why Ahmadinejad is so contro-
versial is that you never hear his words—you
hear them filtered by the media. I thought he
came across much better when he was inter-
viewed on American television recently.”
–Sacha Kamp, MIA2

“I would have liked
to hear Ahmadinejad
speak. It’s a missed
opportunity to have
someone so contro-
versial speak here,
regardless of his
opinions.”
–Elena Avesani,
MIA2

“As loathe as I am to defend
the Minutemen, I feel like
someone has to do it in this
situation. I get ashamed of the
left when we get shrill and
angry; I think our strength
comes from other places. The
left has always been stronger
when it seeks collaboration
and consensus.”
–Cary McClelland, MIA2
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Graduation Speakers
SIPA graduation will take place on Monday, May 14, 2007. Detailed
information regarding venue, tickets, etc. will be posted on the web-
site and a notification email sent to students late in the fall semester.
Although graduation may seem far in the future, we would like to
approach potential graduation speakers as early as possible in the
fall. Student input is an important part of creating and ranking a short
list of candidates, and the administration will meet soon with
SIPASA to discuss ways of soliciting this student input. Once a short
list of candidates is created, the process of inviting candidates is
managed by the Dean’s Office and is private by design to ensure that
invitations can be handled as discreetly and diplomatically as possi-
ble. Please watch for an email from SIPASA early in November
explaining how they want to collect your input.

10.23.06    3

News, Views and FAQs 

EDITORIAL
It’s not just terrorism that the

United States is at war with—it’s
civil liberties. The Military
Commission Act of 2006, which
George W. Bush signed into law
on September 29, establishes a
new system of military tribunals
to try terrorism suspects. The
MCA also bars non-U.S. citizens
from challenging their detention
in federal courts.

The law formalizes what has
been happening in practice since
the “war on terror” began: the
suspension of habeus corpus, a
right the country’s founding
fathers deemed important enough
to protect in the U.S.
Constitution.

A judicial mandate, the writ of
habeus corpus orders that a pris-
oner be brought to court to deter-
mine whether he or she has been
lawfully put away. In 1798,
Thomas Jefferson—who insisted
on including habeus corpus in the
Constitution—wrote, “The
Habeas Corpus secures every
man here, alien or citizen.”

The MCA seeks to take away
the “great writ,” as it is often
called, from anyone the Bush
administration claims is an
“enemy combatant.” 

The definition of an enemy
combatant includes not just mem-
bers of Al-Qaeda, but also lawful
permanent residents and
American citizens, if Bush so
chooses. It can be anyone who
“has purposefully and materially
supported hostilities against the
United States.”

And that’s not the only way that
the Bush administration is intimi-
dating those who stand in its way.
The recent sentencing hearing of
defense lawyer Lynne Stewart
brought another victim of the
United States’ war on terror into

the spotlight. Stewart, a member
of the court-appointed defense
team for Sheik Abdel Rahman,
who is serving a life sentence in
connection with the 1993 World
Trade Center bombing, was
charged under the 1996 Terrorism
Act with four counts of aiding
and abetting terrorism. 

Her crime? She violated an
agreement not to transmit mes-
sages from her client to unautho-
rized people. In June 2000, after
meeting Rahman, she called
Reuters to discuss his stance on
the Egyptian cease-fire.

Stewart did violate an agree-
ment she signed. But her punish-
ment should be proportionate to
her action. Violation of the agree-
ment constitutes a civil, not a
criminal, offense. So to be hauled
in for aiding and abetting terror-
ism smacks of intimidation in the
legal process, something the
Bush administration has not been
shy about doing. 

The New York Times, in its
reportage about a private meeting
of high-level officials in 2003 on
the military commission struc-
ture, quoted then-Attorney-
General John Ashcroft as saying,
“Timothy McVeigh was one of
the worst killers in U.S. history.
But at least we had fair proce-
dures for him.” 

These fair procedures are now
fading away, thanks to George W.
Bush. In the Hamdan case,
Justice Kennedy said, “The
Constitution is best preserved by
reliance on standards tested over
time and insulated from the pres-
sures of the moment.” The pres-
sures of this moment are ensuring
that these standards are being
systematically weakened and that
the war on terrorism is turning
into a war on civil liberties.

INAF U24/7: International Parenting
Pushing her son in a stroller, Gudrun

Sigurdardottir approaches the playground at 110th
and Riverside where she often brings two-year-old
Benedikt. It was her turn to pick him up from day
care since her husband had dropped their son off in
the morning. They alternate dropping off and pick-
ing up Benedikt to accommodate their schedules. 

Gudrun (MPA1), a SIPA student concentrating in
Management, and her husband, a Ph.D. student at
Columbia Business School, moved to New York
from Reykjavik, Iceland, a year ago. She spent her
first year in New York as a stay-at-home mom prior
to starting at SIPA. This year, they decided to enroll
Benedikt in day care. It costs them $1,700 a month
for day care five days a week.

“It’s very expensive,” says Gudrun, “but I didn’t
want it to stop me from getting the degree I want-
ed.” She and her husband are able to attend classes
during the day when their son is in day care. For
evening classes, their schedules are arranged so that
one parent watches him.

Their biggest challenge is finding time to study
outside of classes. While Benedikt naps, they study,
or one watches him so the other person can study. 

While their schedule allows them to keep up with
academics, the downside is that they find it difficult
to spend time together. 

“We try to spend weekends as a family and go to
the park. We also like to take him to the children’s
museum and zoo,” says Gudrun.

In juggling school and family activities, Gudrun
and her husband are left with no time for other hob-
bies or outside interests. Despite their lack of free
time, they may be interested in expanding the fami-
ly in the near future.

Matt Denny (MIA2), a West Point graduate, also
has plans to provide his 5-year-old son Alessio with
more siblings in the future. His wife, Cristina, and
he live in White Plains, New York, and are in the
process of trying to adopt a child.

Cristina is a stay-at-home mom. Alessio attends
preschool for half the day and then spends the rest
of it with Cristina until Matt joins them. It is impor-
tant to both of them that they raise their child with-
out the full-time help of a nanny.

Since only Matt is in school and Cristina spends
more time taking care of Alessio, he balances par-
enthood and academics easily. 

“It’s a pretty comfortable life,” Matt says.
“Compared to my schedule in the military, this is
cake.”

But Matt faces other challenges such as a smaller
living space after moving here from North Carolina.
He also says that “homework can get in the way of
play time.” This December, he will finish his degree
and move to Washington, D.C., for further military
duties. Cristina and Alessio will move to Italy, her
native country. They will reunite in Europe next
summer. 

“Being a dad is the most rewarding thing,” Matt
says. “If any SIPA students are thinking about hav-
ing kids, don’t wait!”

He advises other students considering having chil-
dren to keep a routine schedule. 

Gudrun and Matt encounter different challenges

when balancing their lives as parents and students.
Both have supportive partners who allow them to
pursue their education with minimal problems.

Rahul Gupta (MPA2) may find Matt’s advice and
Gudrun’s experiences handy this November when
his first-born arrives. Gupta, a Social Policy concen-
trator, is both excited and nervous about his new
title and responsibilities as a dad. He and his wife, a
student at the Mailman School of Public Health, are
waiting until the baby is born to find out the sex. 

“It’s kind of exciting to see what kind of baby
we’re going to have,” Gupta says. 

With less than two months until the arrival date,
Gupta and his wife are still finalizing some deci-
sions, such as whether or not to get a crib.

What they have decided is to use cloth diapers and
make their own baby food, since Gupta used to be a
chef. They are also currently searching for a doula,
a knowledgeable and trained companion who helps
support, encourage and coach women through labor
and birth.

“My parents did a good job with me,” says Gupta.
“The question is, can I do better with my child? If
it’s a boy, is he going to be able to fight the pres-
sures of society as a man? Or if it’s a girl, can I sup-
port her the way my parents raised my sister and be
even better?”

Gupta is sure about one thing though.
“I hope our baby looks like my wife, and I hope

it’s a really cute, smiling, fat...baby.”
One thing is clear from the experiences of all these

parents and parents-to-be: being a SIPA student and
parent is not without its hardships, but it is possible.

Amorette Yang (MIA1) is an IMC concentrator.

By Amorette Yang

SIPA parent Matt Denny (MIA2), with his five-year-old
son, Alessio.
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Policy Pages: The Oil Issue

Many of us have needed a bit of
“liquid courage” to approach an
attractive someone at the pub. A
couple pints of pilsner, for exam-
ple, gave me the nerve to intro-
duce myself to my future wife.

Liquid courage has also played
an influential role in international
politics in recent years. But
instead of utilizing alcohol to
build the courage to pick up a
date, one head of state has been
using a different, potentially
addictive liquid to pick up a seat
on the United Nations Security
Council and to build alliances to
counter U.S. hegemony. Of
course, I am referring to
Venezuelan President Hugo
Chávez and the nearly 3 million
barrels of black liquid courage
Venezuela pumps daily to support
his Bolivarian Revolution and
geopolitical ambitions. 

Over the last couple of years, as
oil prices have consistently set
record highs, Chávez consider-
ably increased his influence with-
in Latin America through the dis-
tribution of subsidized oil and oil
revenues in the form of political-
ly motivated investments.
Whether by providing discounted
oil to Caribbean nations, purchas-
ing large amounts of Argentine
and Ecuadorian bonds, or
bankrolling multilateral ventures
like Petrosur and Telesur in South
America, Chávez negotiated the
support of many Latin American
nations in his efforts to minimize
U.S. influence in the region,
including pressuring certain

nations not to seek multilateral or
bilateral trade agreements with
the United States.

In the last year, Chávez has
been extraordinarily “coura-
geous” by expanding his influ-
ence and charity work outside of
Latin America through strength-
ened economic and political rela-
tionships with some of the United
States’ greatest geopolitical com-
petitors (China and Russia) and
security threats (Iran and Syria).
In exchange for supporting
Venezuela’s bid for a rotating seat
on the U.N. Security Council,
Chávez brokered a deal with
China that would triple oil
exports over the next three years.
To impress Iran (a fellow OPEC
member) and Syria, Chávez
heavily criticized Israel over the
recent conflict with Lebanon and
recalled Venezuela’s ambassador
from Tel Aviv.

Despite these political gains,
Chávez has recently displayed
symptoms of depending too
much on liquid courage, such as
committing public acts of bel-
ligerence and taking miscalculat-
ed risks. Case in point: his speech
before the U.N. in September.
Though his unrefined insults to
President Bush became the most
memorable moment of this year’s
U.N. General Assembly, it also
revealed the emptiness of
Chávez’s defiance to the United
States. He offers no alternative to
dealing with the negative impacts
of globalization, no new model of
economic growth that excludes

dependency on oil revenues, or
any successful social program
that has significantly reduced
poverty. All he has to offer is
cheap oil and comic relief.

Another sign of Chávez drunk
on oil is Venezuela’s armament
program. Purchases of military
aircraft from Brazil and combat
helicopters and firearms from
Russia have alarmed neighbor
Colombia. 

Venezuela and Colombia
already have a precarious rela-
tionship due to Chávez allowing
rebels from the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia to
seek sanctuary in Venezuelan ter-
ritory. Óscar Arias, President of
Costa Rica and a Nobel Peace
Prize winner, has recently
expressed fears that such dynam-
ics have begun a new arms race in
Latin America.

Over the last few months, oil
prices have dropped significantly,
from $77 per barrel in mid-July to
roughly $59 presently. Many
hope that this decrease in prices
will be followed by a decrease in
Chávez’s regional and global
influence. But considering the
possible effects of the pending
hurricane season and the instabil-
ity in the Middle East, these
prices could shoot up at any
moment and give Chávez even
deeper pockets.

Chávez has a very good chance
of getting the Security Council
seat; he will be an obstacle to
U.S. interests for some time,
especially since he plans on stay-
ing in power until at least 2021. 

What can the United States do
to change all this? Not much. The
United States has its own addic-
tion issues with oil and regardless
of efforts to diversify sources of
energy, it will be decades before
it becomes significantly less
dependent on imported oil. 

Thus, Washington will have to
tolerate Chávez as long as it can.
In the meantime, he gets to play
the role of global leader, and the
United States gets to consume
energy at the detriment of its for-
eign policy in Latin America and
the Middle East.

Saúl Acosta Gómez (MPA2), an
EPD concentrator, worked on
immigration and California-
Mexico affairs in the California
State Legislature prior to starting
at SIPA. 

Liquid Courage: Oil Inebriation and Geopolitics By Saúl Acosta Gómez

A group of Beninese high
school students gathers around a
communal television, images of
melodramatic Brazilian soap
opera stars reflecting off their
dark skin and intent eyes. Later,
they will laugh while mimicking
Beyonce’s booty shake and
Celine Dion’s lyrics alongside
music videos broadcast on
Benin’s only public TV channel. 

The scene is innocuous, but it
highlights the stark divide
between the lives of the viewers
and of those they watch on TV.
It also illustrates the pervasive
reach of television and radio in
remote Benin, and hints at an
untapped opportunity to rouse a
population paralyzed by pover-
ty’s slow poison.

Benin, a thin sliver of a country
wedged between its more famil-
iar West African neighbors,
Nigeria and Togo, ranks roughly
50th among the world’s poorest
nations, based on GDP. This is
not for want of international
development efforts. 

Kouande, a rural outpost nes-
tled in the rolling hills of north-
west Benin, is far removed from
the relative bustle of the south.
This sleepy town of 6,000 is
overrun with more than a dozen
non-governmental organizations
(NGOs). Most are established by
well-meaning groups from
France, Belgium, Germany or
Japan, pledging to combat such
blights as AIDS, malaria, or

female genital mutilation. So
why, then, is progress so slow?  

Seke Lafia, an experienced cul-
tivator, has worked closely with
these NGOs. He has learned the
innovative agricultural tech-
niques they teach, used their
handouts of seeds and fertilizer,
and fed his children with the pro-
visions of flour and milk. But
these offer only temporary
respite, and no follow-up—he is
poorer now than he was 10 years
ago. Still, he is better off than
those so resigned to poverty that
they have more or less given up.
It is not uncommon to encounter
a shopkeeper who, lacking the
proper change, would rather turn
down a customer’s money than
ask around for some coins.

Jeanne Gbegnon is from
Savalou, a relatively developed
city in central Benin. Like most
government and NGO employ-
ees, she is transferred every few
years, most recently to Kouande’s
community health center. She and
her co-workers, more educated
than the villagers, speak dis-
paragingly of their poor clients.
During her community workshop
on AIDS prevention, she sneers at
the latecomers (busy with the
day’s work of subsistence) and
declares haughtily that she will
be paid for this work whether
they show up or not.  

The women’s groups Jeanne
works with, though insulated,
have seen foreign aid workers

come and go often enough. They
are not fazed when the latest one,
an American Peace Corps volun-
teer, arrives in Kouande. When
she comes bearing none of the
usual free provisions, many lose
interest. When she gives a work-
shop on child malnutrition, they
parrot back near-perfect answers
to her questions—though they
hardly heed any of the advice—
as if they were participating in
this charade for her benefit. 

Perhaps most insidious is the
startling undercurrent of mistrust
within Kouande’s community.
Benin, after all, is the birthplace
of voodoo, and though a majority
of Beninese consider themselves
Christian or Muslim, it is this
deep-seated belief system rooted
in fear and antagonism that dic-
tates the social dynamic. Instead
of collaboration, there is mutual
suspicion. The Jeanne Gbegnons
insult the women’s groups, who
in turn disdain them and their
messages. And malaria and mal-
nutrition persist. The Seke Lafias
will not trust the microfinance
institutions with their money, and
the institutions doubt the Lafias
will pay back loans. And the
economy stagnates.  

Yet Benin’s outlook remains
hopeful. The country enjoys a
stability enviable in much of the
continent. A multi-party democ-
racy, Benin peacefully elected ex-
development banker Yayi Boni to
the presidency last March.

Benin is fortunate to boast rela-
tively open media. However, the
existing fare of cursory news,
second-rate soaps and music
videos has instilled unattainable
living standards in the minds of
Beninese and engendered unreal-
istic perceptions of the West.
How about local ‘social soap
operas’ with positive messages?
Why not some children’s educa-
tional programming? The
Beninese should take advantage
of their free press and demand in-
depth news and assertive political
reporting. How else to hold fat-
cat politicians accountable?

Old and young alike listen to
the radio every day, and are capti-
vated by television. If harnessed
wisely, these channels can edu-
cate, engage, raise awareness,
build consensus, hold leaders

accountable and mobilize social
action. In the words of Vaclav
Havel, playwright and former
Czech president: “Those who
have the mass media in their
hands...bear responsibility for the
world and for the future of
humanity… Quickly, suggestive-
ly, and to an unprecedented
degree, it can disseminate the
spirit of understanding, humanity,
human solidarity and spirituality,
or it can stupefy whole nations
and continents.”

Perhaps if a few NGOs in Benin
turned their attention to harness-
ing this power for positive
change, they would find an
effective alternative to their tired
song and dance.

Nichole Wong Gomez (MIA1) is
an IMC concentrator.

More TV is Good for You—in Benin
By Nichole Wong Gomez

Venezuelan President Hugo Chávez waves upon his arrival to a meeting with
Chinese businessmen at Miraflores Palace in Caracas, Venezuela, Oct. 17.
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Watching television in sub-Saharan Africa.
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In her last Communiqué article
(“Mine for Yours: Prisoner
Exchanges Between Hezbollah
and Israel”), Rebecca Leicht
claims that Israel’s “culture of
justice” is superior to that of
Arabs/Muslims/Lebanese. 

This will be news to the soul of
Iman Al-Hams, the 13-year-old
Gaza girl who was shot—at
point blank range—with 17 bul-
lets, and whose murderer con-
fessed that he had knowingly
killed an innocent girl. Israel’s
“culture of justice” manifested
itself with the judge ruling that
“confirming the kill is standard
procedure” and acquitting the
criminal. The state also paid him
roughly $20,000 in compensa-
tion for taking him to court over
a matter as trivial as the life of a
Palestinian girl.

Lest anyone think this is an
isolated incident, let’s remember
that more than 800 Palestinian
children have been murdered—
and thousands others injured and
debilitated—by the Israeli army,
and not one soldier has faced a
single punishment for these
casualties, mostly from live
ammunition at close range.

Let us also not forget that this
“culture of justice” Ms. Leicht
praises has produced the crimi-
nal army that gratuitously abuses
innocent civilians of all ages on
checkpoints every day for no
reason other than being
Palestinian, and is the army that
has demolished thousands of
houses to build Jewish-only
colonies and Jewish-only roads
and steal agricultural land. 

This is also the culture that
elected a proudly self-confessed
war criminal, Ariel Sharon, as its
prime minister and then insisted
to the world that he was a “man
of peace.”

Finally, let’s all remember that
through the Oslo “Peace”
Process, it was Israeli leaders
who told Palestinians that justice
is “not conducive to peace.” 

Ms. Leicht would be strongly
advised to observe and learn
about the real world the next
time she chooses to make bold,
meaningless and bigoted state-
ments about a people having a
“culture of justice” superior to
that of others.
Saifedean Ammous, Ph.D.
Sustainable Development ’09

Letter to the Editors

The last three decades have not
been kind to Angola, a country of
16 million perched in the south-
western corner of Africa. From
virtually the moment it gained
independence from Portugal in
1975, Angola was beset with con-
flict—a conflict that would claim
the lives of a million people and
devastate the country’s economy
and infrastructure. With the end
of 27 years of civil war in 2002,
however, Angola received not
only the gift of peace, but anoth-
er potential dividend to help in its
reconstruction: oil.

Since the end of the war—
largely fueled by bulging oil
receipts—Angola’s economy has
grown at an annual rate of 9 per-
cent, and is projected to grow by
15 percent this year. Virtually
overnight, Angola has become
one of the largest oil exporters in
Africa, producing 1.5 million
barrels per day. Western and
Chinese oil companies have
entered Angola, investing billions
of dollars in the oil sector and
giving the country a vote of con-
fidence for its future economic
prospects. 

In addition to oil, Angola also
has diamonds, an industry that
the U.S. State Department esti-
mates brought in more than $1

billion last year. As with the oil
sector, foreign investors have
poured in. These investments
have fueled a building boom in
the country as Angola rebuilds its
seaside capital, Luanda, and
develops its interior. Millions of
displaced people have returned
home. Yet with the fifth anniver-
sary of the end of the war
approaching, many critics believe
Angola still has a long way to go.

Despite the country’s billions
of dollars in oil receipts, the aver-
age Angolan still earns $1 per
day, according to government
statistics. There is widespread
unemployment, and key econom-
ic sectors such as agriculture
have yet to fully recover from the
war. According to the World
Bank, the government carries
nearly $9 billion in debt, which
constrains its ability to stimulate
the economy and help its impov-
erished population. Health and
education statistics are also poor:
one out of every two school-aged
children in Angola is not in
school. Indeed, the International
Monetary Fund, in a 2005 report,
noted that “poverty remains
deeply entrenched” in Angola.

In addition, reports point to
pervasive corruption in Angola,
further frustrating efforts to use

the nation’s oil wealth to benefit
its people. 

In 2005, Transparency
International ranked Angola 151
out of 158 on its Corruption
Perception Index. It noted that
this corruption has been fueled by
“the combination of abundant
natural resources, a history of
autocratic and unaccountable

government, as well as conflict
and crisis.” 

The end to decades of conflict
provides Angola with an opportu-
nity for reconciliation. Key to this
will be how it spends its oil rev-
enues in the reconstruction pro-
cess. Like other African nations
that have discovered oil, such as
Nigeria, Angola’s oil revenues

seem to be enriching a small elite.
Most remain optimistic that they
will benefit from the riches. But
if oil only serves to entrench cor-
ruption, economic stagnation and
social tension, then Angola’s
peace may be short-lived.

Lincoln Ajoku (MIA1) is an IEP
concentrator.

Can Oil Help Rebuild Angola? By Lincoln Ajoku

“The devil’s excrement.”
Ironically, this odiferous nick-

name for oil was coined by none
other than the founder of the
Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries, Juan Pablo
Pérez Alfonso. 

An interesting comment, since
fundamentally, oil provides ener-
gy, and energy provides wealth.
This is evident in the positive
relationship between oil con-
sumption and GDP. The United
States consumes by far the most
oil and also has the largest econo-
my in the world. An economy
can’t grow without energy
inputs—to power industry, fuel
transportation, and provide
domestic services such as heating
and cooling.  

Of all the energy inputs we
have harnessed in the past sever-
al thousand years, oil has proved
to be superlative in terms of its
net energy yield. Since
Rockefeller’s Standard Oil first
brought oil to consumers in the
form of kerosene, oil has been a
superior good: as income rises, so
does demand for oil. 

Would the devil truly excrete a
good that seemingly provides us
with such unambiguous benefits?
I think not. 

Aside from the carbon dioxide
emissions produced by hydrocar-
bon combustion, the sale of oil in
the market necessitates U.S. dol-
lars, which is a hitch for many
non-dollar using countries (i.e.,
the rest of the world). The United
States is not an oil exporting
country (in fact, U.S. oil produc-
tion peaked in 1970); neverthe-
less, all global oil sales are made
in greenbacks. 

When Russia sells a barrel of
oil to Japan, the Japanese govern-
ment pays in U.S. dollars. This
means an enormous amount of
dollars flows into oil-exporting
countries—dollars that are not
stuffed under the national mat-
tress, much to the chagrin of the
housekeeping staff. 

What becomes of these
petrodollars? The government of
the exporting country may decide
to invest in U.S. assets, buying
stocks and bonds, or it may spend
the money on national develop-
ment projects. For example, in
the 1970s and 1980s, Saudi
Arabia’s economy was too small
to use the surplus of petrodollars
domestically. Instead, the Saudis
spent it on U.S. companies, con-
tracting them to build national
infrastructure, such as electricity
plants and waste management
facilities. 

Additionally, a country could
choose to exchange its petrodol-
lars in the foreign currency mar-
ket for its own national currency,
but value is always lost in this
transaction—and a responsible
government aims to maximize
the value of its revenue.
Petrodollars are also used to pur-
chase goods, including
weapons—and the United States
notably suffers no dearth of
weapons manufacturers. 

The implications of oil trading
in only U.S. dollars are contro-
versial. Petrodollars contribute to
the fact that the dollar is the most
important reserve currency in the
world. The infamous national
debt the United States bears
remains possible in part because
of the high global demand for,

and faith in, its currency. Global
oil trades in the dollar, combined
with U.S. consumption of more
than 20 million barrels per day (in
a world that cumulatively pro-
duces just over 80 million barrels
per day) are separate but equally
important factors that are impera-
tive to U.S. wealth and income. 

Must the United States continue
its high-consumption behavior
and its monetary hegemony (a
term first used by economist
Michael Hudson) in order to
maintain its national wealth and
high income? The actions of the
Bush administration suggest so.
Unfortunately, spare capacity of
oil production is limited, global
demand is rising and the price of
oil hovers precariously at roughly
$60 a barrel. This is too high a
cost for many importing coun-
tries, and thereby impedes their
domestic development. 

The other side of the coin is
high petrodollar windfalls for
exporting countries. For many of
these countries, such as
Venezuela, these windfalls have
not borne the country into a state
of modern development. The
majority of Venezuela’s popula-
tion still lives in poverty, as it did
before the first oil well was ever
drilled. The global reconciliation
of equitable oil use and the
wealth from its sale, purchase and
distribution is a riddle yet to be
solved. When Pérez Alfonso
accused oil of being the devil’s
excrement, he truly had a pre-
science regarding its ambiguous
costs and benefits to society.

Kate Bashford (MIA1) is an
IEMP concentrator.

The Devil’s Excrement
By Kate Bashford

A five-platform complex pumps crude off the coast of Cabinda, Angola’s most prolific oil patch in 2002, just as it
did when Cuban soldiers protected American oil men during the country’s civil war.
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A pump sits idle in a field along the Gulf coast near Texas City, Texas in
July. 
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Continued from Page 1
accounts, Hezbollah has been
winning in terms of speed, effi-
ciency and amount of aid dis-
tributed. 

“[Hezbollah] were the first on
the scene to help clean up. They
even had ‘Divine Victory’ yellow
tape like police tape,” Azzi said.

Israeli forces still occupy the
Lebanese half of the divided city
of Ghajar, a sign that tensions
have not eased significantly since
the cease-fire. Israeli newspaper
Haaretz reported that Israel will
not stop its air force overflights of
Lebanon, even after the with-
drawal of its grounds troops. The
overflights, a common occur-
rence in Lebanon since the last
Israeli withdrawal in 2000, vio-
late multiple U.N. resolutions, all
of which call for strict adherence
to the Blue Line demarcating the
boundary of official Israeli and
Lebanese territorial control.

Meanwhile, Hezbollah shows
no signs of disarming or relin-
quishing real control of the south-
ern areas of Lebanon, its tradi-
tional stronghold, to Lebanese
troops. U.N. resolutions call for
the Lebanese government to
exercise a monopoly of force
throughout its territory and for
any and all non-governmental
militias to be disarmed. 

Citizens of Israel and Lebanon
have been left to wonder what, if
anything, this summer’s conflict
achieved.

An-Nahar, one of Beirut’s lead-
ing newspapers, asks on its web-
site, “Victory can be measured by
achievements. In the case of this
war, what are they?”

The 1,300 dead and the 5,000
wounded would like to know. 

Ben Ryan is an ISP and Middle
East dual concentrator. He spent
part of his summer in Beirut,
Lebanon, working for the Daily
Star before he had to evacuate.

Israel &
Lebanon

On the frontlines in Iraq and
Afghanistan, U.S. troops are
fighting a war for territorial con-
trol and political power. But just
behind the front lines, there is
another war being waged—the
fight for the goodwill of civilians.

When the United States
launched the war in Afghanistan
in 2001, there was no program in
place to compensate civilians for
their losses at the hands of the
U.S. military. When the United
States invaded Iraq in 2003, there
was still no such program in
place, for either front.

Sarah Holewinski, a 2005 SIPA
graduate, is the executive director
of CIVIC—the Campaign for
Innocent Victims in Conflict. She
is leading the charge to get legis-
lation passed so that civilians
harmed by the United States will
be compensated. She hopes to
make this standard U.S. policy.

Without legislation immediate-
ly calling for civilian compensa-
tion, the U.S. government delays
such payments. The payments
will not go through until the gov-
ernment has first negotiated the

red tape of creating such a pro-
gram, then trained people on the
ground to organize it, and finally
identified the people who need
help. Holewinski’s proposal
would train the necessary mili-
tary officers before a war even
begins and standardize a payment
program so that compensation
would be delivered more quickly.

According to Holewinski, when
the question of whether or not to
compensate civilians in Iraq and
Afghanistan was first asked, the
answer was “no,” because it was-
n’t “culturally appropriate.”

Finally, in September 2003, two
years after launching the war in
Afghanistan and four months
after starting the war in Iraq, the
government authorized money to
be used for civilian payments in
the conflict zones. 

“It’s the silliest thing I’ve ever
heard, that every time we go into
conflict someone has to ask, ‘Are
we going to compensate civil-
ians?’” Holewinski said when
speaking to a SIPA writing class
on October 2.

Holewinski and CIVIC work
closely with the U.S. military to
help find those in need and facil-
itate the payments. She said that
in Afghanistan there are about 10
cases a week and the security sit-
uation allows for many people to
be helped. 

However, in Iraq there are hun-
dreds of families in need every
week and the security situation

makes reaching the victims
difficult.

“Everyone in Iraq is now a war
victim, and it’s the same in
Afghanistan,” she said.

It has been widely reported that
insurgent groups in Iraq, and the
Taliban in Afghanistan, are eager
to gain support from civilians by
helping families after a loss. For
two years, the Taliban was the
only group providing such aid in
Afghanistan and they garnered a
great deal of support among the
population. Holewinski said that
once the United States began pro-
viding such aid, it became a “P.R.
war” and the United States gained
ground with the people.

But now, with NATO taking
over control of operations in
Afghanistan, that ground could
be lost. 

“NATO has no policy of com-
pensating or aid, so we’re right
back to square one,” Holewinski
said, adding that compensation
“needs to start in the next couple
of weeks or we’ll lose hearts and
minds to the Taliban.”  

Recently, Hezbollah has made

news by immediately responding
with aid and services after the
war in Lebanon ended. With
international forces and the
Lebanese government quick
to respond, the group that was
a major player in the war was
soon seen as a savior once it
had ended.

Holewinski said that
Hezbollah’s actions have actually
helped her cause in Kabul. She
can explain her work to soldiers
and the response is often, “Oh,
like Hezbollah’s doing.”
However, she finds it troubling
that an organization the United
States classifies as terrorist is
now the example for how to pro-
vide condolence to war victims.

CIVIC is a small organization
that has had trouble attracting
much attention or support for its
mission. However, as the world
watches Hezbollah in action and
sees the escalating unrest in Iraq,
its mission is gaining some
ground. BBC World will air a seg-
ment on CIVIC this month, and a
movie about the life of Marla
Ruzicka, the former executive
director of CIVIC who was killed
by a suicide bomber in Iraq, is in
the making. 

For a Q&A with Sarah
Holewinski, check out themorn-
ingsidepost.com.

Lindsay Hamilton (MIA2) is an
IMC concentrator. Prior to SIPA,
she worked on Capitol Hill.

CIVIC: SIPA Grad
Holewinski Helps
Civilians in Iraq

A sign marking toxic waste dumped around the city of Abidjan, Ivory Coast, Sept. 12, 2006. The Health Ministry
said that toxic waste dumped around Abidjan has caused half a dozen deaths and sent thousands of people to hospi-
tals with health complaints.

Continued from Page 1
favorite site for European indus-
trial-waste management corpora-
tions to dump poisonous, some-
times radioactive waste. 

Investigating illegal waste dis-
posals in Somalia cost Italian
reporter Ilaria Alpi her life in
1994. When U.N. peacekeeping
operation “Restore Hope” abrupt-
ly ended following the October
1993 firefight that left 18 U.S.
troops dead, Alpi bravely decided
to stay in Somalia. She was prob-
ing allegations that European
companies were paying Somali
warlords to sink barrels of indus-
trial waste off the coastal regions
they controlled. 

Alpi and her colleague Miran
Hrovatin were executed at point-
blank range in Mogadishu on
March 20, 1994. The culprits
have never been brought to
justice.

Equally disturbing was the
almost simultaneous disappear-
ance of evidence from the Asti
tribunal archives in Italy. The tri-
bunal was investigating possible
ties between illegal waste dump-
ing and arms trafficking in the
Horn of Africa. An Italian parlia-
mentary commission investigated
Alpi’s death for 10 years, without
much result.

Corporate polluters are rarely
brought to justice, despite the
long-lasting, visible effects of
such contamination. The
December 2004 tsunami shock
waves travelled all the way from
Indonesia to the Somali shores,
washing up toxic refuse on north-
eastern beaches. Hundreds of
fishermen and their families
reported nosebleeds, loss of hair
and sometimes-fatal stom-
achaches. The United Nations
Environmental Program was not
able to send a comprehensive
assessment mission, given the
insecurity in that part of Somalia.

Still, the unprecedented sacking
of the Ivorian government is a
reason for hope. Similar humani-
tarian, environmental and eco-
nomic disasters would be less
recurrent without the collusion
between corrupt officials and
unscrupulous corporations. And
if the human cost of these catas-
trophes doesn’t curb corrupt
enthusiasm, the thought of spend-
ing a few years in an Ivorian
prison might just provide the
right incentive.

For the last two years, Hilaire
Avril (MIA2) has been lost in
Africa doing freelance work in
print, broadcast and radio.

Shores Become
Landfills in Africa

A man wearing a
toxic waste pro-
tective suit walks
past a container
filled with toxic
waste, at a dump-
ing site on the out-
skirts of the city of
Abidjan, Ivory
Coast, Oct. 11,
2006.

“Everyone in Iraq is now a war
victim, and it’s the same in

Afghanistan.”
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Beginning next month, a face
familiar to HBO viewers and Da
Ali G Show fans will be popping
up on movie screens across the
United States. Popular British
comedian and satirist Sacha
Baron Cohen stars as one of his
most well-known characters,
Borat Sagdiyev, the naïve jour-
nalist from Kazakhstan, in his
mockumentary, Borat: Cultural
Learnings of American for Make
Benefit Glorious Nation of
Kazakhstan.

Under his carefully crafted
guise as Borat, Baron Cohen
unleashes upon unsuspecting
people overtly sexist and anti-
Semitic commentary, as well as
eccentric, though comedic,
behavior that has many political
and social groups up in arms. 

The beginning scenes of
Borat’s arrival to the United
States are inherently slapstick-
fueled. On what appears to be a
packed 6 train in New York’s sub-
way system, Borat carries a suit-
case that inadvertently swings
open to let loose a live chicken,
while another scene follows him
walking down Fifth Avenue and
amicably approaching random
men to kiss them hello. In anoth-
er scene, Borat confuses the hotel
elevator for his room and visibly
bewilders the porter as he
unpacks his suitcase in the tight,
ascending space.

To promote the film, Baron
Cohen made (very) public
appearances while remaining in
character that have raised more
than a few angered eyebrows. At
a November 2005 press confer-
ence in Lisbon prior to the live
broadcast of the MTV Europe
Music Awards, Borat presented
as a gift to journalists a bag of
dead birds from Romania, the
first European country to detect
avian influenza. The Kazakh
Foreign Ministry condemned
Borat’s actions, saying his views
and character did not coincide
with the moral, civilized behavior

of the Kazakh people. Borat
responded ridiculously on his
website and heaped more salt on
the  government’s wound.

The government has fought
back by hiring two Western pub-
lic relations firms to enhance its
country’s image, running a four-
page advertisement in The New
York Times about the nation’s
democracy, education system and

the power of its female citizens.
To the government’s dismay,
Borat responded by issuing his
own press release, as he has done
in the past, consisting of random
Cyrillic characters. 

In light of his recent public
shenanigans, many may deem
Baron Cohen’s humor to be over-
the-top and even repulsive; how-
ever, there is meaning to his
satires that adds a thoughtful,
sociological dimension to his
antics. Whether in character as

Borat or one of his many comedic
alter egos, Baron Cohen delivers
a palpable satire that exposes
people’s prejudice and ignorance. 

“When I watch his shows, I just
can’t help laughing. They’re so
funny. So stupid,” said Eldar
Beisimbekov (MIA1), a
Kazakhstan national. “What the
problem really is, though, is the
fact that not very many people

know about Kazakhstan. There
are people that do believe
[Borat]. That’s the whole issue.
As a Kazakh patriot, I find
[Borat’s humor] offensive; but I
think the subject of Borat’s jokes
are not really about Kazakhstan.
In the movie, he really makes fun
of Americans… Why should the
image of Kazakhstan suffer?
He could pick any country
in the world.”

Surprisingly, Borat’s antics gar-
nered him an unexpected ally.

Dariga Nazarbayev, a politician
and daughter of Kazakh president
Nursultan Nazarbayev, defended
Borat in an interview with a pop-
ular weekly Kazakh newspaper,
Karavan. 

“We should not be afraid of
humour and we shouldn’t try to
control everything, I think,” she
said. Borat’s website “damaged
our image much less than its clo-

sure, which was covered by all
global news agencies.” (The
Kazakh government stripped
Borat  of  the off ic ia l  “ .kz”
domain name.)

After seeing the film, will
Americans develop an interest in
or an opinion of Kazakhstan?
Will they seek out information to
learn more about a nation they
know nothing about? 

“I hope that there will be no
impact on people’s perception of
Kazakhstan,” Beisimbekov said.

“People with diverse back-
grounds who have had an educa-
tion before coming to SIPA will
realize there is no truth to the
movie at all. I hope that everyone
in American society would be
educated about Kazakhstan. Just
go and Google it.” 

Borat: Cultural Learnings of
American for Make Benefit
Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan

opens in movie theaters on
November 3. Movie trailers, clips
and photos, including one of
Borat in a blazing chartreuse
bathing contraption, can be found
on Borat’s website:
www.borat.tv.

Julie Payne, an IMC concentra-
tor, hails from Chicago by way of
Toronto. She enjoys talking about
her teaching experience in Japan
and Woody Allen’s comedic
genius.

Borat: Thumbs Down from Kazakh Government
By Julie Payne

The People’s Republic of North
Korea detonated its first nuclear
device on October 9, despite calls
from the international community
for peace fu l  d ip lomat i c
engagement. 

Japan and the United States
immediately denounced the
nuclear test and quickly pursued
severe sanctions. China, tradi-
tionally a key ally for North
Korea, joined the other United
Nations Security Council mem-
bers’ unanimous condemnation
of the nuclear test.

China and Russia, however,
were reluctant to agree to the
harsh sanctions proposed by the
United States and Japan. Only
after military action was explicit-
ly ruled out did the two nations
sign on. The U.S.-Japanese pro-
posal included freezing the assets
of anyone presumed to be associ-
ated with the nuclear program
and intercepting ships entering

and leaving North Korean ports
suspected of carrying fissile
cargo. Whether China will abide
by the rules remains to be seen.

Pyongyang’s bid to buttress its
national prestige and defense sys-
tems and raise its international
stature undermines the security
balance in Southeast Asia.

The nuclear test was an effort to
compel the United States to deal
with North Korea directly, rather
than through the often-stalled six-
party talks—the series of meet-
ings between China, North and
South Korea, the United States,
Russia and Japan. These talks
began after North Korea with-
drew from the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty in 2003. The
five rounds of talks have so far
yielded little progress.

The regime of Kim Jong-Il
raised alarms within the interna-
tional community this past July
when it attempted to test its

Taepodong 2, a three-stage ballis-
tic missile. Despite the test’s fail-
ure, the missile is believed to
have been developed for inter-
continental strikes. 

Professor Richard Betts, the
Saltzman professor of War and
Peace Studies at SIPA, says North
Korean officials “keep doing
unpredictable things, saying
things that they’re later going to
retract, making threats that they
don’t fulfill.” Thus, it is hard to
gauge whether North Korea is
attempting to exert leverage in
the six-party talks if they resume. 

North Korea’s actions come at a
time when the international com-
munity is focused on the election
of Ban Ki-moon, South Korea’s
minister of foreign affairs and
trade, to be the next secretary-
general of the U.N. 

Betts notes that Ban’s appoint-
ment “would be a good develop-
ment for symbolically showing

the North Koreans that they’re
not going to get very far by pos-
turing and making threats
because South Korea now has a
higher diplomatic status interna-
tionally.”

Ban, a self-described “consen-
sus builder,” according to Agence
France Presse, has significant
challenges to face beyond the
North Korea issue.

He must work hard to displace
the perception of the U.N. as
being under the absolute control
of the United States. 

SIPA professor and U.N. expert
Edward Luck says, “If Ban is to
succeed, for example, in moving
the reforms forward…he is going
to have to be very careful to build
bridges to all political segments
in the membership.” 

With recent corruption scandals
at the U.N. at the fore of the inter-
national public’s consciousness,
there is some concern that South

Korea may have sought to utilize
financial influence to encourage
nations to support Ban’s candida-
cy as the next secretary-general.

However, Professor Luck is not
convinced. 

“If you look at the roster of
members of the Security Council
at the moment, most of them are
well-established and many of
them even affluent countries, and
some of them quite large, and
they are not going to be in a posi-
tion to be bought off by local for-
eign aid,” he said.

As the North Korea situation
develops, Ban steps into a chal-
lenging role, attempting to main-
tain international order while
rebuilding a troubled United
Nations.

Yoyce Jones (MIA1) is an IMC
concentrator. He earned his BA
in History from Amherst College
in 2004.

N. Korea Goes Nuclear; S. Korea Goes to the U.N.
By Yoyce Jones

British actor Sacha Baron Cohen, dressed in his character “Borat” poses for the press near the Eiffel tower in Paris, Oct. 9, 2006. Cohen was in France to
promote his film, “Borat: Cultural Learnings of America for make Benefit Glorious Nation of Kazakhstan.” 
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Last week, SIPA Student
Affairs Officer Alleyne Waysome
complained of a “proliferation of
student groups with no end in
sight.” Some SIPA students are
genuinely upset by the adminis-
tration’s recent efforts to curtail
the formation of any new groups.
But, Waysome claims, “the stu-
dents are out of control,” and the
data justify her statement.

With the newest addition of
SMILE (Students from the
Marshall Islands who Love
Elevators) and NINJA (Need to
Inform that Northern Japan is
Awesome), there is now an aver-
age of 1.4 groups per student.
Some groups have only one
member, such as SwIPA,
Students watching Internet Porn
Alone, but as founder and lone
member Ben Ryan explained, “I
tried to include other people in
the group but they kept talking
during the good parts, breaking
my concentration and forcing me
to start all over again.”

While Ryan has used his group
funds to tint out the windows in
his apartment and upgrade from
DSL, others are left wanting. “I
finally had to deny a few groups
when they couldn’t come up with

an original
name that
included
both vow-
els and
conso-
nants,”
explained
Waysome.

When asked why she needed
her own group when there were
already four other Latin
groups—one for each country in
South America—Edith Sanchez
grew angry and explained that
she was half American and didn’t
want her group, Minutewomen,
to get “involved in silly immigra-
tion issues or in dancing using
just their hips.” Her request was
denied since “Minutewomen” is
not officially an acronym, the
only requirement that SIPA has
for the formation of a group.

Sixth-year MPA Nikos doesn’t
know what all the fuss is about.
His group, SABASCO, Staring
At Breasts After Serving Coffee
to Others, is going strong and had
another great recruitment year,
although since losing his contract
he has been just “staring at
breasts,” mostly, on Amsterdam
Avenue.

According to a survey done by
YouGov, a polling firm, the aver-
age American spends $88,986.77
during his or her life trying to
find love. Men spend $3,338, on
average, on their partners in the
first six months of a relationship,
and women spend an average
$1,732.

That’s a lot of ducats, and after
a year of econ at SIPA, I’ve
decided to think about this as a
matter of microeconomics.

As with any other commodity,
I’ve found prices on the dating
market can be subject to high
volatility, both in monetary and in
emotional terms.

We all expend lots of effort
searching for the perfect person.
We invest in the dating market in
hopes of receiving a positive
return: a partner. We invest
time—at bars, parties, the gym,
and on dates. We spend our
money—buying dinner, drinks,
clothing, and memberships at
gyms and in online dating sites.

When it comes to Manhattan,
there’s a high supply of women as
well as high demand. But when
you look at men in Manhattan,
there’s high demand but a limited
supply. According to
ePodunk.com, for every 100 sin-
gle women there are just 81 sin-
gle men.

Traditionally, men pay for
dates. The feminist movement
attempted to change this with lit-

tle success. Many women have
reverted to the notion that if a
man does not pay for dinner,
instead accepting your offer to
pay for  half  of  i t ,  he  is  not
worth your time.

Lauren Keppler, a 24-year-old
real estate agent from Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey, asserts, “Until
he is your boyfriend, he pays for
all dinners. Once he is your
boyfriend, then every five times
you can pay.”

Lauren is more than capable of
paying for her own dinner but
feels, for the amount of money
she puts into getting ready for a
date, the man should pay the
check. She gets her hair blown
out, $150; she purchases a new
outfit, $100-$350; and there’s
$125 dollars a month for her gym
membership. She invests time
and money preparing for her
dates, so she expects her date to
pay for her dinner in the name of
economic equity.

What does a man expect as his
rate of return for buying dinner
for a date?

“A majority of men would want
at least a kiss, many would want
more, and a few would be happy
with the time spent and expect
nothing,” answered Rob Squires,
a 23-year-old real estate agent
from Hoboken. 

Many men expect physical
rewards for their investment in a
relationship. Jeff Hall, a 26-year-

old from Houston, said, “At the
end of the first date I expect a
kiss; the second I expect a little
more; and after the third if a girl
doesn’t sleep with me it’s over.”

Men like Hall have a high
marginal rate of substitution—the
rate at which a consumer is will-
ing to trade one good for another.
He trades one woman for another
after three dates if she does not
meet his expectations.

Opportunity costs—what must
be given up in order to gain
something—also come into play.

“I have no time to find dates
because I am always at work. I
am forced to meet women
through friends due to my lack of
free time,” said 23-year-old
investment banker Will Faison.

Then there is the opportunity
cost of the potential dates you
give up if you become exclusive
with someone. It provokes the
question, what are you giving up
in order to keep what you have?
Are you going to miss out on
something better?

Monetary, emotional, and time
investments are integral parts of
the economics of dating. Every
person is a day trader on the dat-
ing market, buffeted by highs and
lows and fluctuations in supply
and demand. They have to weigh
the opportunity costs. The dating
market involves tremendous
risks, but most of us believe it’s
worth it.

The sergeant in Full Metal
Jacket said, “Inside every gook,
there’s an American trying to get
out.” America has been running
on that notion for a while—not
just in regard to pajama-clad
dudes in Vietnam, but pretty
much toward all other people
around the world too.

So what to make of the country
north of here, where everybody’s
a lot like Americans but  have
taken a pass on the pledge of alle-
giance? Canada isn’t only a land
of pornography shops and Celtic
rock music, it’s also got plenty of
insights into international affairs.

Okay, we’re feeling pretty
smug that the United States is
now in another few quagmires.
But we’re not necessarily sug-
gesting Americans should scrap
their national security appara-
tus and—like us—take solace
in an earnest appreciation for
fart jokes.

But SIPA’s new Canadian
Studies Initiative has determined
that everyone would get along
much better if they took some tips
from our country. To that end,
we’ve decided to take up last
year’s campaign to reform the
Conceptual Foundations curricu-

lum so that SIPA grads can go out
in the world and be a little less
offensive.

Below you’ll find a sample of
our proposed syllabus. We con-
sidered making everybody read
the works of the late, great Pierre
Burton. But we decided that
works such as The Klondike
Quest, The Dionne Years: A
Thirties Melodrama, The Secret
World of Og and The Cool, Crazy,
Committed World of the Sixties
would confuse everybody about
the difference between Weber’s
bureaucracy and the National
Hockey League’s (excellent)
new rules.

So in future CF classes, all
assigned readings will be from
the Canadian publishing jugger-
naut Harlequin Romance
because, in the end, the world just
needs more love.

WEEK 1: Contending Theories
of Apologizing to Other People
Apologizing After Your
Apologies.
Jule McBride, The Pleasure
Chest.
WEEK 2: States and Citizens:
How We Got To Eject Alan
Thicke, David Frum, Jim Carrey,

Celine Dion, Lover Boy, etc.
from Our Country.
Ellen James, The Goodbye
Groom 
WEEK 3: Pond Hockey!
Jamie Sobrato, A Whisper of
Wanting.
WEEK 4: The Moral Calculus of
Clubbing Seal Pups
Stephanie Bond, Just Dare Me...
WEEK 5: Do International
Institutions Matter? Being Proud
of Doing Nothing but Sewing
Flag Patches on Your Backpack
Explaining Why That South Park
Song Was Really Making Fun of
U.S. War-Mongering.
Sarah Morgan, The Sicilian
Doctor’s Proposal.
WEEK 6: Deflecting Blame: If
You Try To Understand the
Intellectual Roots of What We
Call Islamic Terror, You’ll Find
None of It Is Canada’s Fault.
Jessica Hart, Business
Arrangement Bride.
WEEK 7: Empire and the
Edmonton Oilers.
Ally Blake, Wanted: Outback
Wife.

Please consider these invalu-
able changes. Thank you.
—Canadian Studies Initiative

SIPASA’s Steve Pérez and
Communiqué’s own Lindsay
Hamilton, certified therapists in,
respectively, New York and
Nebraska, look forward to receiv-
ing your queries to communi-
que@columbia.edu.

Dear Steve and Lindsay,
What can I do about my econ

study group? No one else is
pulling their weight, and they
count on my obsessive-compul-
sive ass to get the problem set
completed every week. How can
I whip these jerks into shape
without playing the bad guy?

-Whipping Boy

Dear Spanky,
Are these group members

European? Always sitting around
and smoking little cigarettes and
sipping things? Russians even? A
little too much vodka and they
snooze through your sessions?

Everyone knows that the hard-
est-working people on the planet
are the good Middle Americans.
The Iowans, the Wisconsinites,
the Nebraskans, and who can for-
get salt-of-the-earth North
Dakotans!

What you must do is
Midwestern-ify these folks. Sit
them down at a table with steaks
and Bud Lights, put on a George
Strait/Counting Crows mix tape
(yes, cassette tape), and talk to

them about pop, Big XII or Big X
football, and SUVs. After a few
hours of this even the Soviets
might come to appreciate the
hard work that comes with classic
corn Americana—and thus your
econ group is saved.

Best of luck,
Miss Nebraska 1984

Whipping Boy:
I believe your predicament

stems from a fundamental misun-
derstanding between you and
your group as to why you’ve
come to SIPA. They probably
came from God-knows-where to
enjoy the City and do a bit of self-
righteous studying on the side
(and who can blame them? The
Midwest starts at the Hudson);
you’ve come to impress Bubula
or Della Valle with your quantita-
tive skills. Guess what, pal? Ten
years from now nobody will give
a whit about how you did in your
econ group. If you plan on receiv-
ing a fellowship, however, or you
desperately need approval from
your “superiors” in the form of
grades, you have two options:
1 - Do like any good denizen of
New York City and see a shrink
ASAP to get over your neuroses.
It probably won’t help, but it’ll
make you feel like you’re doing
something.
2 - Get another freaking study
group! Just be on the lookout for
any fellow perky dorks and
annoy them with what I’m sure is
your whiny voice until they
relent.

Your pal,
Steve

The Husker & the Hustler
By Lindsay Hamilton and Steve A. Pérez CF Curriculum: A Modest Canadian Proposal

By Captain Canada

Acronym Crisis Hampers
Student Group Formation

“It’s clear that what we think of as rights were born through conflict and strug-
gle as states developed.”—Dean Anderson, Conceptual Foundations lecture

“Are you a separatist?... Maybe you should try separating yourself from donuts
first.” —Triumph the Insult Comic Dog, in Quebec

By Jimmy Finan

This is the second in a series of articles on the Back Page on issues of particular
interest to our noble friends to the north. If you’re a Canuck with an axe to grind,
we want to hear from you.

Date-onomics
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